









SCHOOLS FINANCIAL VALUE STANDARD (SFVS)

Schools manage many billions of pounds in public money, and it is very important that this management is done well, in order both to safeguard public funds, and to get the best value from them.  Formal responsibility within schools lies with governing bodies, and this standard is in the first place aimed at governors.  It takes the form of a series of questions which school governing bodies should formally discuss with their head teacher and other senior staff.  We recommend that this is done annually.  The first run through should be before September 2012; and in the case of schools which had not attained the Financial Management Standard in Schools (FMSiS) must be before the end of March 2012.

There is no prescription of the level of evidence or assurance that the governing body should require: the important thing is that they should be in a position to feel confident about their answers.  The DfE website includes advice and tools for governing bodies in relation to each question, which they can use if they wish to.  The advice and tools provide clarification of what the question implies, examples of good practice, and access to materials which will assist action on that issue where it is necessary.

The governing body may wish to delegate the consideration of the questions to a Finance Committee or similar; but the chair of governors must sign the completed form.  There should be at least a minuted report to the full governing body.

Each question requires an answer of Yes, In Part, or No.  Where the answer is In Part or No, the column for comments, evidence and proposed actions should be used to enter a very brief summary of the position and proposed remedial action.  Where the answer is Yes, the column should be used to indicate the main evidence on which the governing body based its conclusions.  At the foot of the list of questions is a section which requires a summary of remedial actions and the timetable for reporting back. 

The standard will not be formally assessed like FMSiS.  However, a copy of each signed record must be sent to the local authority’s finance department, where it will be used to inform the programme of financial assessment and audit.  Local authority and other auditors will have access to it, and when they conduct an audit will be able to check whether the self-assessment is in line with their own judgement.  They should make the governing body and the local authority aware of any discrepancies in judgement.



























[signed]                                                                    Chair of Governors

Date:  
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